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Abstract We give a simple sufficient condition for a von Neumann algebra to
be Type III and apply it to some classes of algebras in QFT. For dilatation
invariant local systems in particular we find that all sufficiently regular local
algebras are Type III.

An old problem of algebraic quantum field theory is the question of how far the
axioms of Haag Araki determine the algebraic structure of local algebras. It is
known by now that local algebras are of infinite type [1,2], that certain types of
nonlocal ones are Type III [3] resp. Type 11^ factors [4], and that in theories
which are invariant with respect to dilatations of space time local algebras cannot
be Type I in general [5].
The aim of this paper is to prove the Type III property for larger classes of
algebras. In Section 2 we give a simple sufficient condition for a von Neumann
algebra to be Type III which in Section 3 will be applied to various situations in
QFT. For dilatation invariant theories in particular we shall get Type III for all
local algebras belonging to not too irregularly shaped regions. However, since our
argument involves short and long distance behaviour we cannot conclude that
theories with well defined Gell Mann Low limit will have the same property
without further assumptions as was argued in [5] for the case involving only the
short distance behaviour.
Our arguments, however, lend support to the ancient conjecture that Type III
should be a general feature of local algebras in QFT, a conjecture which up to now
was apparently only based on the explicit computation of the type for the free
field algebras [6].

Lei ffi be a separable Hilbert space and .M a von Neumann algebra in
with a separating vector Θ let M^ CM be a subalgebra of infinite type and
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{αn}neNC Aut(J5f(^f)) a sequence of transformations such that
a) cφ^C^, VneN.
b) w-limα Λ (M 1 ) = ω(M1)7, VA^e./^, with ωeJίl^ω^.
c) 5-lim[απ(M1),M]=0,
77-^ CO

is Type III.
Proof. Let Pe ^ be a nonzero finite projection such that ,MP : = PJiP is finite and
thus has a normal faithful trace τ. Since PΘ is separating for JίP in PJ>f τ can be
implemented by a unit vector ΨE PJtf \ By b) and c) we then get for A, BE Jίl :
Ψ being a trace vector this implies ω(AB) = ω(BA), \JA,BeJί, such that ω is a
finite nonzero trace on Jί^ a contradiction. Thus Jί has no finite nonzero projection and thus is Type III.
III. Applications
Since algebras in QFT use to be infinite the problem in applying the previous
theorem consists in satisfying b) and c). Candidates for the required transformations are translations, boosts, dilatations (if they exist in the given theory), or maybe
some shrewd combinations of these. From the following simple examples the
reader can easily generalize to more complicated situations. Except for example A)
space time may have arbitrary dimension n ^ 2. We use the standard assumptions
of algebraic QFT without special reference.
A) Let n^3, let Θί be a double cone and Φ\= (J (&1+λa); a a spacelike
A^O
vector. Then &(Θ) : = ί (J dtψ + λa)\ " is Type III.
U^o
/
Proof. Take M = Mγ= &((9); ak the translation by k - a, fee M Let Ω be the vacuum
vector and ω0 the corresponding state on <£(3fC\ Then a) is trivially satisfied
and b) results as a standard application of clustering; since n^3 we even have:
w-lim (α -1 (A)) = w-lim (an(A)) = ω0(A)I
n-^ oo

π->co

for all Ae$((9}. For arbitrary Be&((9} and ε>0 there exists by the Reeh Schlieder
property a local operator Bε<=&((9) such that \\(Bε-B)Ω\\£ε. For A£@((9) we
then have by b) and locality:
lim \\\an(A\ E\Ω\\^ lim \\(otn(A}BE-Ban(A))Ω\\ +ε\\A\\

n~~* oo

n~^ co

||(β-βε)Ω|| \\AΩ\\ +ε\\A\\ ^
By uniform boundedness of the sequence {[αM(^l), #]}πeN and cyclicity of Ω for
3t(Φ)' we have c). q.e.d.
B) Let the theory be dilatation invariant, i.e. δλ&((9}ξ:&(λ(9) and ω0 <5λ = ω0
for all local open regions (9 and /eIR + (see [5] for details). Let (9 be a double cone
with the origin in the boundary of its base (no loss of generality). Then Stψ) is
Type III.
Proof. Take Jί •= Jί ^= &tψ] and αn = <5 1/M , ne N. Then again a) results from
co variance and the fact that δ1/nβ C$ for all ne N; b) results from [5]. For
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and AE «£?(<#") we further have:
lim (BΩ, α ~ 1 (A)Ω) = lim (αM(£)Ω, AΩ) = ω0(A)ω0(B*)

n -> oc

n -»• oo

1

so w-limα~ (^) = ω(y4)/ for each A localized in the causal complement of a neighborhood of the origin for the {Bε} chosen in this manner c) is then shown as in
example A) even without the Reeh Schlieder property.
Remarks. To substantiate our claim that for dilatation invariant theories the
type problem for local algebras is essentially solved we observe that the previously
used methods give Type III for each 3t(G) with 0 1 C0C{xeR l f ,x 1 <0, |xιl>|x 0 |}>
where &1 is a double cone with the origin in the boundary of its base. For local
regions for which this can not be achieved by a Poincare transformation (e.g. balls)
one applies an algebraic version of results in [9] and then argues essentially as
before.
Iϊ&(&) is the gauge invariant part of a field algebra ^(β\ as described in [5],
by [10] and Lemma 2.6.5 in [11] we get Type III also for the field algebras.
C) Fields on a null plane Σ = {xeR"; XQ + XJ =0}: assume there exists a nontrivial, pseudolocal [7] net structure σ-»^0(σ) on Σ and let the boosts in x : direction act in a natural way on this structure; assume further that this structure is
imbedded in a local structure, i.e. σC&=>3%Q(σ)t$((9} (for details see [7]). Let
σ={3ceΣ,0<x 0 <α, xl + x\<b\ then 0tQ(σ) is of infinite type by [7]. In fact,
0t0(σ) is Type III.
Proof. Take Jί — Mγ = $0(σ) and αn the boost which makes (x0 — xί}-^n~1(xQ — xj.
Then a) is again trivially satisfied and b) results from P) αn(^0(σ))={C l} and
n

ojQ'Ocn = ojQ [8]. c) is shown as before.
Final Remark. In some theories as e.g. GFF and P(Φ)2 one can show that such
null plane algebras exist and are contained in suitable local algebras. Composing
a suitable sequence of automorphisms from elements of U(a,A)a^AeP+ one can
then show the Type III property also for a class of local algebras in the local
systems corresponding to these theories. Whether our methods suffice to solve
the type problem in general is an open problem.
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